Stormy Seas Stories Of Young Boat Refugees
Yeah, reviewing a book Stormy Seas Stories Of Young Boat Refugees could build up your close
contacts listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, attainment
does not recommend that you have wonderful points.
Comprehending as well as treaty even more than new will offer each success. bordering to, the
publication as well as sharpness of this Stormy Seas Stories Of Young Boat Refugees can be taken as
capably as picked to act.

Strong Inside (Young Readers Edition) Andrew Maraniss 2017-12-26
The inspirational true story of the first African
American to play college basketball in the deeply
segregated Southeastern Conference--a powerful
moment in Black history. Perry Wallace was
born at an historic crossroads in U.S. history. He
entered kindergarten the year that the Brown v.
Board of Education decision led to integrated
schools, allowing blacks and whites to learn side
by side. A week after Martin Luther King Jr.'s "I
Have a Dream" speech, Wallace enrolled in high
school and his sensational jumping, dunking, and
rebounding abilities quickly earned him the
attention of college basketball recruiters from
top schools across the nation. In his senior year
his Pearl High School basketball team won
Tennessee's first racially-integrated state
tournament. The world seemed to be opening up
at just the right time, and when Vanderbilt
University recruited Wallace to play basketball,
he courageously accepted the assignment to
desegregate the Southeastern Conference. The
hateful experiences he would endure on campus
and in the hostile gymnasiums of the Deep South
turned out to be the stuff of nightmares. Yet
Wallace persisted, endured, and met this
unthinkable challenge head on. This insightful
biography digs deep beneath the surface to
reveal a complicated, profound, and inspiring
story of an athlete turned civil rights trailblazer.
Praise for Strong Inside ★ "This moving
biography is thought-provoking, riveting and
heart-wrenching, though it remains hopeful as it
takes readers into the midst of the basketball
and civil rights action."—Booklist, STARRED
review "This portrait of the fortitude of a young
athlete will make a huge impact on teens and is
stormy-seas-stories-of-young-boat-refugees

guaranteed to spark serious discussion."—School
Library Journal “Even if you’re not a history buff,
this important story is worth your time.”—Sports
Illustrated Kids "A fascinating, very personal
account of the effect that the civil rights
movement had on one individual. . . a must
purchase for any middle school or high school
library."—Miss Yingling Reads
I Lived on Butterfly Hill - Marjorie Agosin
2015-02-10
When her beloved country, Chile, is taken over
by a militaristic, sadistic government, Celeste is
sent to America for her safety and her parents
must go into hiding before they "disappear."
The Only Road - Alexandra Diaz 2016-10-04
PURA BELPRÉ HONOR BOOK ALA NOTABLE
BOOK “An important, must-have addition to the
growing body of literature with immigrant
themes.” —School Library Journal (starred
review) Twelve-year-old Jaime makes the
treacherous and life-changing journey from his
home in Guatemala to live with his older brother
in the United States in this “powerful and
timely” (Booklist, starred review) middle grade
novel. Jaime is sitting on his bed drawing when
he hears a scream. Instantly, he knows: Miguel,
his cousin and best friend, is dead. Everyone in
Jaime’s small town in Guatemala knows someone
who has been killed by the Alphas, a powerful
gang that’s known for violence and drug
trafficking. Anyone who refuses to work for them
is hurt or killed—like Miguel. With Miguel gone,
Jaime fears that he is next. There’s only one
choice: accompanied by his cousin Ángela, Jaime
must flee his home to live with his older brother
in New Mexico. Inspired by true events, The
Only Road is an individual story of a boy who
feels that leaving his home and risking
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everything is his only chance for a better life.
The story is “told with heartbreaking honesty,”
Booklist raved, and “will bring readers face to
face with the harsh realities immigrants go
through in the hope of finding a better, safer life,
and it will likely cause them to reflect on what it
means to be human.”
#NotYourPrincess - Lisa Charleyboy 2017-12-12
Whether looking back to a troubled past or
welcoming a hopeful future, the powerful voices
of Indigenous women across North America
resound in this book. In the same style as the
best-selling Dreaming in Indian, #Not Your
Princess presents an eclectic collection of
poems, essays, interviews, and art that combine
to express the experience of being a Native
woman. Stories of abuse, humiliation, and
stereotyping are countered by the voices of
passionate women making themselves heard and
demanding change. Sometimes angry, often
reflective, but always strong, the women in this
book will give teen readers insight into the lives
of women who, for so long, have been virtually
invisible.
My Beautiful Birds - Suzanne Del Rizzo
2017-03-01
Behind Sami, the Syrian skyline is full of smoke.
The boy follows his family and all his neighbours
in a long line, as they trudge through the sands
and hills to escape the bombs that have
destroyed their homes. But all Sami can think of
is his pet pigeons - will they escape too? When
they reach a refugee camp and are safe at last,
everyone settles into the tent city. But though
the children start to play and go to school again,
Sami can't join in. When he is given paper and
paint, all he can do is smear his painting with
black. He can't forget his birds and what his
family has left behind. One day a canary, a dove,
and a rose finch fly into the camp. They flutter
around Sami and settle on his outstretched
arms. For Sami it is one step in a long healing
process at last. A gentle yet moving story of
refugees of the Syrian civil war, My Beautiful
Birds illuminates the ongoing crisis as it affects
its children. It shows the reality of the refugee
camps, where people attempt to pick up their
lives and carry on. And it reveals the hope of
generations of people as they struggle to
redefine home.
A Runaway Teenager - Quyen Ha 2021-08-26
stormy-seas-stories-of-young-boat-refugees

What is freedom worth to you? At 14 years old,
Quyen (Quin) Ha risked everything for a chance
for a better life. Living under the communist
regime in Viet Nam, Quyen saw his freedoms
being taken away. He dreamed of living in
America, where he would be free to pursue the
American dream. With nothing but the clothes
on his back, Quyen got on a boat to escape to
America. The escape was perilous, with the risk
of being caught and imprisoned. Those who
made it past the Viet Nam border often didn't
survive the stormy seas ahead, and many were
never heard from again. Yet Quyen knew that
this was the only chance he had for freedom. A
Runaway Teenager is an inspirational, heartfelt
story of one man's journey to freedom and the
trials and tribulations he faced along the way.
It's an amazing story of faith, love, sacrifice, and
courage. It's a story that we all can relate to in
different aspects of our lives-from a struggle to
pay bills to the pain of losing a loved one.
Quyen's story inspires us to look at life as
possible instead of impossible. Through it all,
Quyen never gave up. He never lost sight of
what freedom meant. The love Quyen has for his
family exemplifies what a son, a brother, a
husband, and a father could be. He created a
wonderful life for himself, his family, and those
around him. A Runaway Teenager will show you
the true meaning of "life, liberty, and the pursuit
of happiness." You will laugh, you will cry, and
most of all, you will see that anything is possible
when you live in the greatest country in the
world.
Torpedoed - Deborah Heiligman 2019-10-08
From award-winning author Deborah Heiligman
comes Torpedoed, a true account of the attack
and sinking of the passenger ship SS City of
Benares, which was evacuating children from
England during WWII. Amid the constant rain of
German bombs and the escalating violence of
World War II, British parents by the thousands
chose to send their children out of the country:
the wealthy, independently; the poor, through a
government relocation program called CORB. In
September 1940, passenger liner SS City of
Benares set sail for Canada with one hundred
children on board. When the war ships escorting
the Benares departed, a German submarine
torpedoed what became known as the Children's
Ship. Out of tragedy, ordinary people became
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heroes. This is their story. This title has Common
Core connections.
Terry Fox and Me - Mary Beth Leatherdale
2020-08-04
Celebrating the 40th anniversary of the Terry
Fox Marathon of Hope, this picture book
biography tells the story of a friendship defined
by strength and love. Before Terry Fox become a
national hero and icon, he was just a regular kid.
But even then, his characteristic strength,
determination and loyalty were apparent and
were the foundation for his friendship with
Doug. The two first met at basketball tryouts in
grammar school. Terry was the smallest - and
worst - basketball player on the court. But that
didn't stop him. With Doug's help, Terry
practiced and practiced until he earned a spot
on the team. As they grew up, the best friends
supported each other, challenged each other,
helped each other become better athletes and
better people. Doug was by Terry's side every
step of the way: when Terry received a diagnosis
of cancer in his leg, when he was learning to
walk - then run - with a prosthetic leg and while
he was training for the race of his life, his
Marathon of Hope. Written from Doug's
perspective, this story shows that Terry Fox's
legacy goes beyond the physical and individual
accomplishments of a disabled athlete and
honors the true value of friendship.
Out PB - Angela May George 2020-04
A little girl and her mother have fled their
homeland, making the long and treacherous
journey by boat to seek asylum. Timely, powerful
and moving, Out celebrates the triumph of the
human spirit in the darkest times, and the many
paths people take to build a new life.
A Crack in the Sea - H. M. Bouwman
2019-01-08
An enchanting historical fantasy adventure
perfect for fans of Thanhha Lai's Newbery
Honor-winning Inside Out and Back Again No
one comes to the Second World on purpose. The
doorway between worlds opens only when least
expected. The Raft King is desperate to change
that by finding the doorway that will finally take
him and the people of Raftworld back home. To
do it, he needs Pip, a young boy with an
incredible gift—he can speak to fish; and the
Raft King is not above kidnapping to get what he
wants. Pip’s sister Kinchen, though, is
stormy-seas-stories-of-young-boat-refugees

determined to rescue her brother and foil the
Raft King’s plans. This is but the first of three
extraordinary stories that collide on the high
seas of the Second World. The second story
takes us back to the beginning: Venus and
Swimmer are twins captured aboard a slave ship
bound for Jamaica in 1781. They save
themselves and others from a life of enslavement
with a risky, magical plan—one that leads them
from the shark-infested waters of the first world
to the second. Pip and Kinchen will hear all
about them before their own story is said and
done. So will Thanh and his sister Sang, who we
meet in 1978 on a small boat as they try to
escape post-war Vietnam. But after a storm and
a pirate attack, they’re not sure they’ll ever see
shore again. What brings these three sets of
siblings together on an adventure of a lifetime is
a little magic, helpful sea monsters and that very
special portal, A Crack in the Sea.
The Boat People - Sharon Bala 2018-01-09
Globe and Mail bestseller, The Boat People is an
extraordinary novel about a group of refugees
who survive a perilous ocean voyage only to face
the threat of deportation amid accusations of
terrorism When a rusty cargo ship carrying
Mahindan and five hundred fellow refugees from
Sri Lanka's bloody civil war reaches Vancouver's
shores, the young father thinks he and his sixyear-old son can finally start a new life. Instead,
the group is thrown into a detention processing
center, with government officials and news
headlines speculating that among the "boat
people" are members of a separatist militant
organization responsible for countless suicide
attacks—and that these terrorists now pose a
threat to Canada's national security. As the
refugees become subject to heavy interrogation,
Mahindan begins to fear that a desperate act
taken in Sri Lanka to fund their escape may now
jeopardize his and his son's chance for asylum.
Told through the alternating perspectives of
Mahindan; his lawyer, Priya, a secondgeneration Sri Lankan Canadian who reluctantly
represents the refugees; and Grace, a thirdgeneration Japanese Canadian adjudicator who
must decide Mahindan's fate as evidence mounts
against him, The Boat People is a spellbinding
and timely novel that provokes a deeply
compassionate lens through which to view the
current refugee crisis.
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Bag of Lucky Rice - George Reichart 2004
Rusty, an old prospector, and Lo Fat and Lee,
two Chinese living in the small mining town of
Rhyolite, Nevada, become friends and share the
excitement of finding gold in the Amargosa
Desert.
I Have to Go! - Robert Munsch 2019-10-21
Andrew has decided he never needs to go pee
ever again, but his parents aren’t too sure. Only
one minute into the drive to his grandparents’
house, Andrew changes his mind. A new look for
the Classic Munsch picture books brings all of
the urgency and fun of I Have to Go! To a new
generation of young readers.
What Is a Refugee? - Elise Gravel 2019-09-24
An accessible picture book that oh-so-simply and
graphically introduces the term "refugee" to
curious young children to help them better
understand the world in which they live. Who
are refugees? Why are they called that word?
Why do they need to leave their country? Why
are they sometimes not welcome in their new
country? In this relevant picture book for the
youngest children, author-illustrator Elise Gravel
explores what it means to be a refugee in bold,
graphic illustrations and spare text. This is the
perfect tool to introduce an important and timely
topic to children.
Wishes - Muon Thi Van 2021-05-04
An arresting, poetic journey and a moving
reflection on immigration, family, and home,
from an acclaimed creative team. Wishes tells
the powerful, honest story about one Vietnamese
family's search for a new home on the other side
of the world, and the long-lasting and powerful
impact that makes on the littlest member of the
family. Inspired by actual events in the author's
life, this is a narrative that is both timely and
timeless. Told through the eyes of a young girl,
the story chronicles a family's difficult and
powerful journey to pack up what they can carry
and to leave their world behind, traveling to a
new and unknown place in a crowded boat. With
sparse, poetic, and lyrical text from acclaimed
author Muon Thi Van, thoughtful back matter
about the author's connection to the story, and
luminous, stunning illustrations from Forbes 30
Under 30 honoree Victo Ngai, Wishes tells a
powerful and timely story in a gentle and
approachable way for young children and their
families.With themes of kindness, bravery, hope,
stormy-seas-stories-of-young-boat-refugees

and love running throughout, Wishes is a musthave book for every child's bookshelf.
The Gangster We Are All Looking For - Thi Diem
Thuy Le 2011-04-13
This acclaimed novel reveals the life of a
Vietnamese family in America through the
knowing eyes of a child finding her place and
voice in a new country. In 1978 six refugees—a
girl, her father, and four “uncles”—are pulled
from the sea to begin a new life in San Diego. In
the child’s imagination, the world is transmuted
into an unearthly realm: she sees everything
intensely, hears the distress calls of inanimate
objects, and waits for her mother to join her. But
life loses none of its strangeness when the family
is reunited. As the girl grows, her matter-of-fact
innocence eddies increasingly around opaque
and ghostly traumas: the cataclysm that
engulfed her homeland, the memory of a brother
who drowned and, most inescapable, her
father’s hopeless rage.
Mao and Me - Jiang Hong Chen 2008
Chens picture book memoir of growing up
during the Cultural Revolution in China.
Stormy Seas - Mary Beth Leatherdale 2017
"A desperate last hope for safety and freedom.
The plight of refugees risking their lives at sea
has, unfortunately, made the headlines all too
often in the past few years. This book presents
five true stories, from 1939 to today, about
young people who lived through the harrowing
experience of setting sail in search of asylum:
Ruth and her family board the St. Louis to
escape Nazism; Phu sets out alone from war-torn
Vietnam; José tries to reach the United States
from Cuba; Najeeba flees Afghanistan and the
Taliban; and after losing his family, Mohamed
abandons his village on the Ivory Coast in search
of a new life. Stormy Seas combines a vivid and
contemporary collage-based design with
dramatic storytelling to produce a book that
makes for riveting reading as well as a source of
timely information. These remarkable accounts
will give readers a keen appreciation of the
devastating effects of war and poverty on youth
like themselves, and helps put the mounting
current refugee crisis into stark context."-Animal Planet Polar Animals (Animal Bites
Series) - Animal Planet 2016-04-01
With more than 200 gorgeous animal photos of
penguins, polar bears, sea lions, walruses,
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reindeer and others, Animal Planet Polar
Animals is a fun, habitat-by-habitat guide that
provides kids in the first years of schooling with
the perfect bite-sized view of their favorite
animals living in both polar climates. Arranged
thematically with focus on animal behavior and
family relationships, young readers will explore
sections about animal bodies, baby animals,
food, play time, conservation, and more. Special
book features designed for this age group
include Quick Bites sidebars with cool animal
facts, simple infographics, and illustrated maps
of the coldest places on Earth. For more Animal
Bites books, check out Animal Planet Ocean
Animals! A portion of the proceeds will benefit
Animal Planet's R.O.A.R. (Reach Out. Act.
Respond.) project which partners with leading
animal organization to make the world a better
place for domestic and wild animals.
Star of the Sea - Joseph O'Connor 2004
In the middle of the Atlantic Ocean during the
summer of 1847, a boatload of Irish refugees
heading for the promise of America is stalked by
a killer in their ranks who seems bent on some
kind of revenge, in a historical thriller by the
author of Cowboys & Indians and The Salesman.
Reprint. 50,000 first printing.
Tani's New Home - Tanitoluwa Adewumi
2020-11-24
Tani Adewumi's moving true story of
immigrating to America, developing his talent
for chess, and finding a new home will inspire
families looking for stories of hope and kindness.
* 2021 ECPA Top Shelf Book Cover Award
winner Tani was just six years old when he and
his family fled persecution in Nigeria and
became refugees in New York City. Tani was
amazed, and a little overwhelmed, by all the new
things in America. But one new experience
turned out to be the most wonderful discovery-chess! With joy and determination, Tani studied
hard, practicing chess for hours on the floor of
his room in the homeless shelter. Less than a
year later, he won the New York State Chess
Championship, and through one act of kindness
after another, found a new home. This picture
book biography for children ages 5 to 10 tells
the captivating real-life story of a young chess
champion celebrates the power of hope and hard
work reminds us that we can each make the
world a more welcoming place encourages
stormy-seas-stories-of-young-boat-refugees

empathy and compassion includes beautiful
digital illustrations by Courtney Dawson is
perfect for children reading alone; story time for
families, classrooms, and libraries; and
celebrations of World Refugee Day This exciting
book about chess, family, and community
reminds us all that home is a place where you
can follow your dreams.
Collage and Keep - Eleanor Shakespeare
2015-08-26
This is a book to make your own. Fill the pages
with your thoughts, dreams, memories and
ambitions. Explore your world and make your
mark by reflecting on your experiences. Cut and
paste, create and play, collage and keep. Collage
and Keep is a visual journal and keepsake where
the reader is encouraged to participate in
collage based activities that explore and reflect
on their own experience and perspective of life.
Whilst some pages seek a more personal
engagement, for example relating to memory or
desire, others simply provide a space to
'recreate your favourite book cover' or produce a
'collage quilt' using collected ephemera from
friends and family. Including helpful tips and
basic principles of collage, the reader is guided
to source materials from their everyday world
and to look for what is beautiful, inspiring or
unusual to them. * Collage your three greatest
achievements * Create your perfect view * Tell
the story of your favourite record * Fill a page
with bright ideas * What make you hot? What
makes you cold? * Make a paperchain of people
you connect with * Collage a home video of your
happiest memories * Fill the cabinet full of
things that you are curious about * Create
footprints using photos of places you've been
All Thirteen: The Incredible Cave Rescue of the
Thai Boys' Soccer Team - Christina Soontornvat
2020-10-13
A unique account of the amazing Thai cave
rescue told in a heart-racing, you-are-there style
that blends suspense, science, and cultural
insight. On June 23, 2018, twelve young players
of the Wild Boars soccer team and their coach
enter a cave in northern Thailand seeking an
afternoon’s adventure. But when they turn to
leave, rising floodwaters block their path out.
The boys are trapped! Before long, news of the
missing team spreads, launching a seventeenday rescue operation involving thousands of
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rescuers from around the globe. As the world
sits vigil, people begin to wonder: how long can
a group of ordinary kids survive in complete
darkness, with no food or clean water? Luckily,
the Wild Boars are a very extraordinary
"ordinary" group. Combining firsthand
interviews of rescue workers with in-depth
science and details of the region's culture and
religion, author Christina Soontornvat—who was
visiting family in Northern Thailand when the
Wild Boars went missing—masterfully shows
how both the complex engineering operation
above ground and the mental struggles of the
thirteen young people below proved critical in
the life-or-death mission. Meticulously
researched and generously illustrated with
photographs, this page-turner includes an
author’s note describing her experience meeting
the team, detailed source notes, and a
bibliography to fully immerse readers in the
most ambitious cave rescue in history.
Hats, Hats, Hats - Ann Morris 1993-05-21
"A hat can say a lot about where you come from,
what you do, and who you are. You see, there's a
lot more under a hat than just a head! With
dazzling full-color photographs and an index.
The Beekeeper of Aleppo - Christy Lefteri
2019-08-27
This unforgettable novel puts human faces on
the Syrian war with the immigrant story of a
beekeeper, his wife, and the triumph of spirit
when the world becomes unrecognizable. “A
beautifully crafted novel of international
significance that has the capacity to have us
open our eyes and see.”—Heather Morris, author
of The Tattooist of Auschwitz WINNER OF THE
ASPEN WORDS LITERARY PRIZE • FINALIST
FOR THE DAYTON LITERARY PEACE PRIZE •
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE
YEAR BY REAL SIMPLE Nuri is a beekeeper and
Afra, his wife, is an artist. Mornings, Nuri rises
early to hear the call to prayer before driving to
his hives in the countryside. On weekends, Afra
sells her colorful landscape paintings at the
open-air market. They live a simple life, rich in
family and friends, in the hills of the beautiful
Syrian city of Aleppo—until the unthinkable
happens. When all they love is destroyed by war,
Nuri knows they have no choice except to leave
their home. But escaping Syria will be no easy
task: Afra has lost her sight, leaving Nuri to
stormy-seas-stories-of-young-boat-refugees

navigate her grief as well as a perilous journey
through Turkey and Greece toward an uncertain
future in Britain. Nuri is sustained only by the
knowledge that waiting for them is his cousin
Mustafa, who has started an apiary in Yorkshire
and is teaching fellow refugees beekeeping. As
Nuri and Afra travel through a broken world,
they must confront not only the pain of their own
unspeakable loss but dangers that would
overwhelm even the bravest souls. Above all,
they must make the difficult journey back to
each other, a path once so familiar yet rendered
foreign by the heartache of displacement.
Moving, intimate, and beautifully written, The
Beekeeper of Aleppo is a book for our times: a
novel that at once reminds us that the most
peaceful and ordinary lives can be utterly
upended in unimaginable ways and brings a
journey in faraway lands close to home, never to
be forgotten. Praise for The Beekeeper of Aleppo
“This book dips below the deafening headlines,
and tells a true story with subtlety and
power.”—Esther Freud, author of Mr. Mac and
Me “This compelling tale had me gripped with
its compassion, its sensual style, and its onward
and lively urge for resolution.”—Daljit Nagra,
author of British Museum “This novel speaks to
so much that is happening in the world today.
It’s intelligent, thoughtful, and relevant, but very
importantly it is accessible. I’m recommending
this book to everyone I care about.”—Benjamin
Zephaniah, author of Refugee Boy
Migration by Boat - Lynda Mannik 2016-05
At a time when thousands of refugees risk their
lives undertaking perilous journeys by boat
across the Mediterranean, this multidisciplinary
volume could not be more pertinent. It offers
various contemporary case studies of boat
migrations undertaken by asylum seekers and
refugees around the globe and shows that boats
not only move people and cultural capital
between places, but also fuel cultural fantasies,
dreams of adventure and hope, along with fears
of invasion and terrorism. The ambiguous nature
of memories, media representations and popular
culture productions are highlighted throughout
in order to address negative stereotypes and
conversely, humanize the individuals involved.
Something Rotten - Heather L. Montgomery
2018-10-16
An ALA Notable book An Orbis Pictus
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Recommended title When Heather L.
Montgomery sees a rattlesnake flattened on the
side of the road, her first instinct is to pick it up
and dissect it--she's always wanted to see how a
snake's fangs retract when they close their
mouths, and it's not exactly safe to poke around
in a live reptile's mouth. A wildlife researcher
with a special penchant for the animals that
litter the roadways, Heather isn't satisfied with
dissecting just one snake. Her fascination with
roadkill sets her off on a journey from her own
backyard and the roadways of the American
South to scientists and kids in labs and homes
across the globe. From biologists who use the
corpses of Tasmanian devils to investigate cures
for a contagious cancer, to a scientist who
discovered a whole new species of bird from a
single wing left behind, to a boy rebuilding
animal bodies from the bones up, to a restaurant
that serves up animal remnants, Heather
discovers that death is just the beginning for
these creatures. This engaging narrative
nonfiction is an eye-opening and irreverent look
at the dead and dying animals that we pass by
without a second thought--as well as a
fascinating insight to the scientific research
process.
The Unwanted - Don Brown 2018
In the tradition of Don Brown's critically
acclaimed, full-color nonfiction graphic novels
The Great American Dust Bowl and Sibert Honor
winning Drowned City, The Unwanted is an
important, timely, and eye-opening exploration
of the ongoing Syrian refugee crisis, exposing
the harsh realities of living in, and trying to
escape, a war zone. Starting in 2011, refugees
flood out of war-torn Syria in Exodus-like
proportions. The surprising flood of victims
overwhelms neighboring countries, and chaos
follows. Resentment in host nations heightens as
disruption and the cost of aid grows. By 2017,
many want to turn their backs on the victims.
The refugees are the unwanted. Don Brown
depicts moments of both heartbreaking horror
and hope in the ongoing Syrian refugee crisis.
Shining a light on the stories of the survivors,
The Unwanted is a testament to the courage and
resilience of the refugees and a call to action for
all those who read.
Boundless Sky - Amanda Addison 2020-06-01
A migrating swallow and a migrant girl cross
stormy-seas-stories-of-young-boat-refugees

paths while looking for a place to call home. A
bird so small that it fits in your hand flies
halfway around the world looking for a place to
nest, while a young girl from northern Africa
flees halfway around the world looking for
safety. This is the story of Bird. This is the story
of Leila. This is the story of a chance encounter
and a long journey home. North Somerset
Teachers Book Awards shortlist. Kate
Greenaway Medal Nomination. “Beneath the
surface, one can find many opportunities for a
deep conversation about belonging, welcoming,
and freedom from oppression and
danger”—Youth Book Review Services “A
delicate and touching little tale that packs its
powerful message inside a velvet glove. Do
yourselves a favor and order a copy now”—The
Letterpress Project “A beautiful exploration of
friendship, the parallel migrations of Bird and
Leila, and the welcome they receive in their new
home. Perfect for developing empathy and
compassion”—Library Girl and Book Boy
Upside Down in the Middle of Nowhere - Julie T.
Lamana 2014-04-08
A ten-year-old girl learns the importance of
family and community in this tale of love and
hope set during the Hurricane Katrina disaster.
Armani Curtis can think about only one thing:
her tenth birthday. All her friends are coming to
her party, her mama is making a big cake, and
she has a good feeling about a certain wrapped
box. Turning ten is a big deal to Armani. It
means she’s older, wiser, more responsible. But
when Hurricane Katrina hits the Lower Nines of
New Orleans, Armani realizes that being ten
means being brave, watching loved ones die, and
mustering all her strength to help her family
weather the storm. A powerful story of courage
and survival, Upside Down in the Middle of
Nowhere celebrates the miraculous power of
hope and love in the face of the unthinkable.
Praise for Upside Down in the Middle of
Nowhere “Lamana goes for and achieves realism
here, carefully establishing the characters and
setting before describing in brutal detail, beyond
what is typical in youth literature, the
devastating effects of Katrina—loss of multiple
family members, reports of attacks in the
Superdome, bodies drifting in the current and
less-than-ideal shelter conditions. An honest,
bleak account of a national tragedy sure to
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inspire discussion and research.” —Kirkus
Reviews “I recommend the book because I think
it does a good job of capturing what life was like
in New Orleans both before and after Katrina
and because Armani’s journey will give readers a
lot to think about and discuss. But parents will
want to know that it doesn’t flinch when
describing the death and destruction that hit
New Orleans during that time and be cautious
with younger, sensitive readers.” —Cindy
Hudson, author of Book by Book
Story Boat - Kyo Maclear 2020-02-04
When you have to leave behind almost
everything you know, where can you call home?
Sometimes home is simply where we are: here.
An imaginative, lyrical, unforgettable picture
book about the migrant experience through a
child's eyes. When a little girl and her younger
brother are forced along with their family to flee
the home they've always known, they must learn
to make a new home for themselves -- wherever
they are. And sometimes the smallest things -- a
cup, a blanket, a lamp, a flower, a story -- can
become a port of hope in a terrible storm. As the
refugees travel onward toward an uncertain
future, they are buoyed up by their hopes,
dreams and the stories they tell -- a story that
will carry them perpetually forward. This timely,
sensitively told story, written by multiple award-winner Kyo Maclear and illustrated by Sendak
Fellowship recipient Rashin Kheiriyeh,
introduces very young readers in a gentle, nonfrightening and ultimately hopeful way to the
current refugee crisis.
Refugee - Alan Gratz 2017-07-25
A tour de force from acclaimed author Alan
Gratz (Prisoner B-3087), this timely -- and
timeless -- novel tells the powerful story of three
different children seeking refuge. A New York
Times bestseller!JOSEF is a Jewish boy living in
1930s Nazi Germany. With the threat of
concentration camps looming, he and his family
board a ship bound for the other side of the
world . . .ISABEL is a Cuban girl in 1994. With
riots and unrest plaguing her country, she and
her family set out on a raft, hoping to find safety
in America . . .MAHMOUD is a Syrian boy in
2015. With his homeland torn apart by violence
and destruction, he and his family begin a long
trek toward Europe . . .All three kids go on
harrowing journeys in search of refuge. All will
stormy-seas-stories-of-young-boat-refugees

face unimaginable dangers -- from drownings to
bombings to betrayals. But there is always the
hope of tomorrow. And although Josef, Isabel,
and Mahmoud are separated by continents and
decades, shocking connections will tie their
stories together in the end.This action-packed
novel tackles topics both timely and timeless:
courage, survival, and the quest for home.
The Wrong End of the Telescope - Rabih
Alameddine 2021-09-18
WINNER OF THE 2022 PEN/FAULKNER
AWARD FOR FICTION By National Book Award
and the National Book Critics' Circle Award
finalist for An Unnecessary Woman, Rabih
Alameddine, comes a transporting new novel
about an Arab American trans woman's journey
among Syrian refugees on Lesbos island. Mina
Simpson, a Lebanese doctor, arrives at the
infamous Moria refugee camp on Lesbos,
Greece, after being urgently summoned for help
by her friend who runs an NGO there. Alienated
from her family except for her beloved brother,
Mina has avoided being so close to her
homeland for decades. But with a week off work
and apart from her wife of thirty years, Mina
hopes to accomplish something meaningful,
among the abundance of Western volunteers
who pose for selfies with beached dinghies and
the camp's children. Soon, a boat crosses
bringing Sumaiya, a fiercely resolute Syrian
matriarch with terminal liver cancer.
Determined to protect her children and husband
at all costs, Sumaiya refuses to alert her family
to her diagnosis. Bonded together by Sumaiya's
secret, a deep connection sparks between the
two women, and as Mina prepares a course of
treatment with the limited resources on hand,
she confronts the circumstances of the migrants'
displacement, as well as her own constraints in
helping them. Not since the inimitable Aaliya of
An Unnecessary Woman has Rabih Alameddine
conjured such a winsome heroine to lead us to
one of the most wrenching conflicts of our time.
Cunningly weaving in stories of other refugees
into Mina's singular own, The Wrong End of the
Telescope is a bedazzling tapestry of both tragic
and amusing portraits of indomitable spirits
facing a humanitarian crisis.
Dreaming In Indian - Lisa Charleyboy
2014-09-23
A highly-acclaimed anthology about growing up
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NativeÑnow in paperback. *Best Books of 2014,
American Indians in ChildrenÕs Literature *Best
Book of 2014, Center for the Study of
Multicultural Literature *2015 USBBY
Outstanding International Book Honor List A
collection truly universal in its themes,
Dreaming in Indian will shatter commonly held
stereotypes about Native peoples and offers
readers a unique insight into a community often
misunderstood and misrepresented by the
mainstream media. Native artists, including
acclaimed author Joseph Boyden, renowned
visual artist Bunky Echo Hawk, and stand-up
comedian Ryan McMahon, contribute thoughtful
and heartfelt pieces on their experiences
growing up Native. Whether addressing the
effects of residential schools, calling out bullies
through personal manifestos, or simply citing
their hopes for the future, this book refuses to
shy away from difficult topics. Insightful,
thought-provoking, brutallyÑand
beautifullyÑhonest, this book is sure to appeal to
young adults everywhere. ÒNot to be
missed.ÓÑSchool Library Journal, *starred
review ÒÉa uniquely valuable resource.Ó
ÑKirkus Reviews, *starred review ÒÉ wideranging and emotionally potent ÉÓÑPublishers
Weekly
The Boat Runner - Devin Murphy 2017-09-05
National Bestseller In the tradition of All The
Light We Cannot See and The Nightingale,
comes an incandescent debut novel about a
young Dutch man who comes of age during the
perilousness of World War II. Beginning in the
summer of 1939, fourteen-year-old Jacob
Koopman and his older brother, Edwin, enjoy
lives of prosperity and quiet contentment. Many
of the residents in their small Dutch town have
some connection to the Koopman lightbulb
factory, and the locals hold the family in high
esteem. On days when they aren’t playing with
friends, Jacob and Edwin help their Uncle Martin
on his fishing boat in the North Sea, where
German ships have become a common sight. But
conflict still seems unthinkable, even as the
boys’ father naively sends his sons to a Hitler
Youth Camp in an effort to secure German
business for the factory. When war breaks out,
Jacob’s world is thrown into chaos. The Boat
Runner follows Jacob over the course of four
years, through the forests of France, the stormy
stormy-seas-stories-of-young-boat-refugees

beaches of England, and deep within the secret
missions of the German Navy, where he is
confronted with the moral dilemma that will
change his life—and his life’s mission—forever.
Epic in scope and featuring a thrilling narrative
with precise, elegant language, The Boat Runner
tells the little-known story of the young Dutch
boys who were thrown into the Nazi campaign,
as well as the brave boatmen who risked
everything to give Jewish refugees safe passage
to land abroad. Through one boy’s harrowing
tale of personal redemption, here is a novel
about the power of people’s stories and voices to
shine light through our darkest days, until only
love prevails.
Whoosh! - Chris Barton 2016-05-03
Celebrate the inventor of the Super Soaker in
this inspiring picture book biography about
Lonnie Johnson, the maker behind one of the
world's favorite toys. You know the Super
Soaker. It’s one of top twenty toys of all time.
And it was invented entirely by accident. Trying
to create a new cooling system for refrigerators
and air conditioners, impressive inventor Lonnie
Johnson instead created the mechanics for the
iconic toy. A love for rockets, robots, inventions,
and a mind for creativity began early in Lonnie
Johnson’s life. Growing up in a house full of
brothers and sisters, persistence and a passion
for problem solving became the cornerstone for
a career as an engineer and his work with NASA.
But it is his invention of the Super Soaker water
gun that has made his most memorable splash
with kids and adults.
Deep Water Blues - Fred Waitzkin 2019-05-28
Inspired by a true story, artfully told by the
author of Searching for Bobby Fischer: A
Bahamian island becomes a battleground for a
savage private war. Charismatic expat Bobby
Little built his own funky version of paradise on
the remote island of Rum Cay, a place where
ambitious sport fishermen docked their yachts
for fine French cuisine and crowded the bar to
boast of big blue marlin catches while Bobby
refilled their cognac on the house. Larger than
life, Bobby was really the main attraction: a
visionary entrepreneur, expert archer, reef
surfer, bush pilot, master chef, seductive
conversationalist. But after tragedy shatters the
tranquility of Bobby’s marina, tourists stop
visiting and simmering jealousies flare among
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island residents. And when a cruel, different
kind of self-made entrepreneur challenges Bobby
for control of the docks, all hell breaks loose. As
the cobalt blue Bahamian waters run red with
blood, the man who made Rum Cay his home will
be lucky if he gets off the island alive . . . When
the Ebb Tide cruises four hundred miles
southeast from Fort Lauderdale to Rum Cay, its
captain finds the Bahamian island paradise he so
fondly remembers drastically altered. Shoal
covers the marina entrance, the beaches are
deserted, and on shore there is a small cemetery
with headstones overturned and bones sticking
up through the sand. What happened to Bobby’s
paradise?
Salt to the Sea - Ruta Sepetys 2017-08-01
#1 New York Times bestseller and winner of the
Carnegie Medal! "A superlative novel . . .
masterfully crafted."--The Wall Street Journal
Based on "the forgotten tragedy that was six
times deadlier than the Titanic."--Time Winter
1945. WWII. Four refugees. Four stories. Each
one born of a different homeland; each one
hunted, and haunted, by tragedy, lies, war. As
thousands desperately flock to the coast in the
midst of a Soviet advance, four paths converge,
vying for passage aboard the Wilhelm Gustloff, a
ship that promises safety and freedom. But not
all promises can be kept . . . This paperback
edition includes book club questions and
exclusive interviews with Wilhelm Gustloff
survivors and experts.
Stormy Seas - Mary Beth Leatherdale
2017-04-11
"A desperate last hope for safety and freedom.
The plight of refugees risking their lives at sea
has, unfortunately, made the headlines all too
often in the past few years. This book presents
five true stories, from 1939 to today, about

stormy-seas-stories-of-young-boat-refugees

young people who lived through the harrowing
experience of setting sail in search of asylum:
Ruth and her family board the St. Louis to
escape Nazism; Phu sets out alone from war-torn
Vietnam; José tries to reach the United States
from Cuba; Najeeba fl es Afghanistan and the
Taliban; and after losing his family, Mohamed
abandons his village on the Ivory Coast in search
of a new life. Stormy Seas combines a vivid and
contemporary collage-based design with
dramatic storytelling to produce a book that
makes for riveting reading as well as a source of
timely information. These remarkable accounts
will give readers a keen appreciation of the
devastating effects of war and poverty on youth
like themselves, and helps put the mounting
current refugee crisis into stark context."-Speechless - Adam P. Schmitt 2018-11-06
How do you give a eulogy when you can’t think
of one good thing to say? A poignant, funny, and
candid look at grief, family secrets, difficult
people, and learning to look behind the facade.
As if being stuffed into last year’s dress pants at
his cousin’s wake weren’t uncomfortable
enough, thirteen-year-old Jimmy has just learned
from his mother that he has to say a few words
at the funeral the next day. Why him? What
could he possibly say about his cousin, who
ruined everything they did? He can’t recall one
birthday party, family gathering, or school event
with Patrick that didn’t result in injury or
destruction. As Jimmy attempts to navigate the
odd social norms of the wake, he draws on
humor, heartfelt concern, and a good deal of
angst while racking his brain and his memory for
a decent and meaningful memory to share. But
it’s not until faced with a microphone that the
realization finally hits him: it’s not the words
that are spoken that matter the most, but those
that are truly heard.
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